
ADMINISTRATIVE 
SANCTIONS GIVES 
FIC TEETH 

A 
ll businesses in South Africa have a 

responsibility to meet their regulatory 

obligations to not only ensure the  

integrity of the country’s financial  

system but also avoid administrative sanctions 

for non-compliance. 

The Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FIC Act) 

provides a regulatory framework to combat  

financial crime like money laundering terrorist 

financing and, in the process preserve South  

Africa’s reputation as an investment destination 

for global funds. Accountable and reporting  

institutions in terms of the FIC Act contribute to 

the resilience of the financial system by meeting 

their regulatory obligations.  

These entities are required to register with the 

Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC) and submit 

cash threshold reports i.e. reports on cash  

transactions of R24 999.99 and more. In  

addition, businesses are required to file reports 

on any suspicious and unusual transactions.  

To raise levels of compliance, the FIC conducts 

various nationwide awareness initiatives  

including road shows, webinars, telematic  

sessions and on-site visits. The FIC or  

supervisory bodies often conduct inspections to 

determine non-compliance and, where  

necessary, administrative sanctions are imposed 

if serious and extensive non-compliance is  

detected. 

Financial penalties are paid into the National 

Revenues Fund, as per section 45C(7)(a) of the 

FIC Act. Sanctions are issued in proportion to the 

nature, seriousness and extent of the non-

compliance, and considers mitigating factors.  

Supervisory bodies are responsible for  

overseeing accountable institutions in their  

particular business sectors to ensure that the 

institutions comply with the FIC Act. In 2018/19, 

supervisory bodies conducted 737 inspections, 

the FIC conducted 138 of its own while 67 joint 

inspections were conducted with supervisory 

bodies.  

In the 2018/19 financial year, the FIC inspected 

112 motor vehicle dealerships – listed as  

reporting institutions in terms of the FIC Act – 

and imposed administrative sanctions on 21 of 

them. Sanctions included financial penalties 

ranging from R5 000 to R3.6 million.  

During the same year the South African Reserve 

Bank, in consultation with the FIC, imposed five 

administrative sanctions of which three included 

financial penalties to the value of more than 

R20.5 million. The Financial Sector Conduct  

Authority imposed one administrative sanction of 

R60 000 against a non-compliant institution.  

In terms of the FIC Act, sanctioned institutions 

have the right to appeal the imposed sanction to 

the Appeal Board. The majority of the appeals 

found in favour of the FIC. 

Accountable and  
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terms of the FIC Act  
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of the financial system  

The sanctions may include: 

• A caution not to repeat the conduct that 

led to the non-compliance 

• A reprimand 

• A directive to take remedial action 

• The restriction or suspension of certain 

business activities 

• A financial penalty of up to R10 million for 

a natural person and R50 million for a 

legal person. 


